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Results

Direct Simula�on Monte Carlo (DSMC) is a well-established
method to inves�gate the dynamics in low density gases with a
par�cle based numerical approach. For the simula�on of neutral
gas flows, SPARTA (Stochas�c PArallel Rarefied-gas Time-accurate Analyzer [1]), is a popular open-source DSMC code.
SPARTA allows basic chemical reac�ons and arbitrary surface geometry in the simula�on domain. However, albeit charged par�cles (charged droplets, molecular ions) are basically
implemented in SPARTA, their interac�on with external electric
fields is currently not.

Applica�on of an electric field in the simula�on domain leads to electric
accelera�on of the charged par�cles. The ions reach an equilibrium and
a sta�c dri� velocity due to the collisional interac�on with the background gas.
The charged par�cles start in the blue area in the le� end of the IMS (cf.
Fig. 1) at thee beginning of each simula�on. The ini�al velocity of these
par�cles is zero.
In Fig. 2 an accelera�on curve is shown: The ions have reached the
steady state dri� velocity a�er 25 ns.

To widen the applicability of the code, we present a new module
in SPARTA, which allows the simultaneous determina�on of the
electric field force and the interac�on between charged and
neutral par�cles by the so�-sphere collision model.
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To evaluate the simula�ons the ion mobility is calculated and
compared with literature data.
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Fig. 2: Accelera�on and steady state dri� velocity of
84 simulated ions

(Eq. 1)

To compare the simula�on results with literature data, the electrical ion
mobility K (cf. Eq. 1) of charged par�cles is calculated from the dri� velocity vd and the electric field E.

(Eq. 2)

To be able to compare different ion mobility experiments, a normalized
reduced ion mobility K₀ is calculated by correc�ng the ion mobility with
the background gas density (N) (cf. Eq. 2) [4].

Methods
The difference between the calculated values of K₀ and the literature data is shown in and Fig. 3 and Tab. 1. The difference decreases with increasing reduce field strength. The simulated values
are a factor of 3.2 up to 5.2 too high.

• Modified SPARTA open source DSMC Code (based on version
from jan20) [1]
Data Analysis:

Tab. 1: Comparison between simulated and literature values of K₀ for different reduced
field strength [5]

• Python 3 with numpy, pandas, matplotlib and scipy libraries

Species
N₂⁺ in O₂

• Paraview 5.7.0 [2]
Machine:
• Worksta�on Computer (Dell Precisions T5700) Xeon E5530, 24
GiB RAM, Ubuntu 18.04 LTS
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Fig. 3: Simulated K₀ for N₂⁺ in O₂ (unbroken line) and
O₂⁺ in CO₂ (dashed line) in comparison with
literature data [5]

Benchmark Setup
There are a few possible reasons why the calculated values of the
normalized reduced ion mobili�es are too high:

electric field

The background gas density decreases constantly with the simula�on �me as shown in Fig. 4. Therefore the number of collisions of
the charged par�cles with the background gas decreases too. This
leads to higher dri� veloci�es and thus to higher ion mobili�es.
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A generic high kine�c energy IMS (cf. Fig 1) is used as benchmark
model. The two dimensional simula�on consists of a 0.16 m long
and 0.03 m wide IMS.
The pressure of the background gas within is approx. 20 mbar
and reduced field strengths from 20 up to 400 Td are applied.
The electric field orienta�on is parallel to the x axis of the simula�on domain.
The par�cles are generated in the blue area at the le�. Approximately 100 charge par�cles are introduced to each simula�on.
For collisions between the charged and neutral par�cles the so�
sphere collisions model is used [3].

Nrho [particles/m3]

Fig 1: Generic high kine�c energy IMS; applied electric field is parallel to the x
axis
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Fig. 4: Trend of number density per volume in one
simula�on run with the min/max range
covered by the blue area

Similarly, parameters like the collision cross sec�ons between the
simulated par�cles also affect the collision frequency.

Conclusion / Outlook

Goals
• Observe the accelera�on of charged par�cles
• Determine equilibrium dri� veloci�es
• Calculate reduced electrical ion mobili�es for different reduced field strengths
• Compare ion mobility with literature
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The decreasing of the number density of the background gas has
several poten�al causes: The ra�o between simulated neutral and
charged par�cles could be too small resul�ng in significant impulse
transfer to the neutral gas. This poten�ally leads to ions “pushing”
the neutral gas out of the simula�on domain. Alterna�vely, some
simula�on parameters are not chosen appropriately. The �me step
size is par�cularly cri�cal: A too large step size can lead to a wrong
collision frequency of the charged par�cles.

Conclusion:
• The electric field accelerates the simulated charged
par�cles
• The ions reach a steady state dri� velocity a�er a short
accelera�on period
• The calculated ion mobili�es are in the right order of
magnitude but substan�ally too high

Outlook:
• Decrease the impact of the ions on the background gas
• Implement more complex and temporally changing
electric fields
• Enable the possibility of resonant charge transfer (e.g.
N₂⁺ in N₂) via SPARTA reac�on module
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